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1. A semigroup is a mapping u : R+-+A of the positive half line into

an algebra with unit such that w(0) = 1, u{s+t) =u{s)u{t). We assume

that A is a ô-algebra. The semigroup is differentiable if w is a differ-

entiable mapping of R+ into A. It is Holder-continuous if some p>0

exists such that {u{t) — \)/tp is bounded on some neighborhood of

zero. We shall show that a H older-continuous semigroup is differentiable.

For the definition of è-spaces and ô-algebras, and of differentiable

mappings into ¿-spaces and 6-algebras, the reader is referred to [2]

and [3]. We shall use the standard convergence structure of a 6-space.

If £ is a ô-space, and «* are elements of E, where k ranges over a

directed system, ek—>e if ¿0 and a complétant bounded B can be found

such that ekEEB for k^k0, e*—>e in the norm topology of EB. The

O-notation is also standard; if e* are elements of E and c* are scalar,

ek = 0{ck) if a bounded system of e¿ can be found such that e* = <W •

2. The infinitesimal generator of the semigroup u is the limit (if it

exists)

«(0 - 1
a = lim-•

l-K) /

The proof that a semigroup is differentiable if and only if it has an

infinitesimal generator will be left to the reader.

The infinitesimal generator determines the semigroup, has the same

commutant as the semigroup, the equation f = af has a unique solution

R+ —*A which takes a given initial value f{0) if a generates a semigroup,

this solution is given by f{t) =u{t)f{0).
These results are easy to prove. We consider first a solution of the

equation /' = af and differentiate u{s)f{t — s) with respect to s. The

derivative vanishes, hence u{t)f{0)=u{0)f{t)=f{t), as required. A

differentiable semigroup having a as infinitesimal generator is a solu-

tion of the equation u{ =aui with initial value «i(0) = 1 but the solu-

tion is unique and m is a solution. An element b clearly commutes

with a if it commutes with all values of u{s). If conversely ab = ba,
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put f(t)=bu(t), then / = bu' = bau = abu = af, and f(t) =u(t)f(0), i.e.
bu(t)=u(t)b.

The reader is referred to [l], where an apparently useless necessary

and sufficient condition is given for an element a to generate a differ-

entiable semigroup.

3. The proof of the differentiability of the semigroup considered

uses identities involving the function v defined for ¿>0 by

(1) v(t) = (u(t) - i)//,     «(0 = i + KO-

From u(t)2=u(2t), substituting for u its expression in function of v,

simplifying, we obtain

(2) «(20 - d(0 = (t/2)v(t)2.

From íí(08=tt(30 we obtain

(3) v(3t) - »(0 = Ht)2 + (t2/3)v(t)\

4. The boundedness of w(t) — [u(t) — l]//" on some interval (0, e)

implies that of w on all finite intervals (0, M). As a matter of fact

u(t)=l+t*w(t) is then bounded on (0, e). Because u(t) =u(t/2)2 we

see that u is also bounded on (0, 2e), and by induction on all finite

intervals (0, M). Furthermore, t~v is bounded on [e, M); therefore

w(t) =t~p[u(t) — l] also, and hence on (0, í)W[e, M). Similarly (letting

p = l), the boundedness of v(t) = [u(t) — l]/t on some interval (0, e)

implies that v is bounded on (0, M).

5. The first step will be the proof that a Holder-continuous semigroup

is Lipschitz-continuous. We shall assume that \u(t) — 1 ]//" is bounded

near the origin and prove that (u(t) — l)/t is bounded there.

Choose k in such a way that 1^2kt<2, k is a function of t, k

= 0( — log 0i t = 0(2~k). Applying (2) inductively we obtain

t-i
(4) »(2*0 - v(t) = 22 2»"1to(2-02.

o

We want to evaluate v(t), assuming that v(t) = 0(/p_1). In the relation

(4), v(2kt) is bounded because v is bounded on the interval (1,2). In

the expression on the right-hand side 2n-1/ = 0(2n_*), v(2nt) =

0(2(»-«(*-«) and

2B-1/n(2n02 = 0(2(*-B)(1-2*>).

This gives 1/(2*0 ~v(t) = 0(22S_1 2<*-"><1-2">).
We remember that ü(2*0 is bounded for all choices of t<l.
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If p < 1/2, v{t) = 0(2*<1-^) = 0{t2p-1).

If p = \/2, v{t)=0{k) = 0{-logt).
If p>l/2, v{t)=0{l).
In other words, we have shown that u{t) — 1 =0{t2p) if u{t) — 1

= 0(/p) and p<\/2, we have shown that «(/)-l=0(i) if u{t)-\

= 0(/p) and p > 1/2. If p = 1/2, we have shown that u{t) -1 = 0(/ log t)

and / log / = 0(/1-<) for all e>0. This is sufficient to prove the state-

ment.

6. Let u be a Lipschitz semigroup; a bounded complétant B can be

found such that v{2~kt) and v{3~kt) both converge as ¿—»00 in the normed

space AB, the convergence being uniform for t<\.

This will follow from relations (2), (3). The set B will be chosen

bounded complétant and such that u{t), v{t), v{t)2, v{t)3 all belong to

B for «1.

v{2-'t) - v{2~k~1l) = 2-*-2te(2-^102 £ 2~*B,

v{3~kt) - v{3-k~1t) = 3-i-1to(3-*_102 + 3-k-3t2v{3-h-1t)3 £ 3~kB.

This proves the uniform convergence of v{2~kt) and v{3~kt) in the

Banach space AB.

7. We finally observe that f tends to a limit as x tends to infinity if E

is a Banach space, f a continuous E-valued function on R+ and if

f{x + k),f{x + kh) both converge uniformly as k tends to infinity by inte-

gral values, where h is irrational.

This is sufficient to prove that v{x) tends to a limit as x tends to

zero. The proof is simple. We include it for completeness sake.

Let gi{x) =\im f(x-r-k), gi is continuous and has the period 1. The

difference/—gi tends to zero as x tends to infinity. As a matter of

fact if x>M, x' =x — ko>0 for some large k0. Because of uniform

convergence f{x'-\-k0)—gi{x') =f{x)—gi{x) is small.

Similary gh{x) = lim f{x + kh) is continuous, has the period h, and

f—gh tends to zero as x tends to infinity. And gi—g* is a continuous

almost periodic function which converges to zero at infinity, gi = g*

= constant.

/ tends to that constant since/—gi tends to zero.

8. By way of application we can prove the following result: If / is

a function on R+, we put &hf{x) =f{x+h)—f{x). Let E be the space

of functions on R+ such that for all values of k and some positive p

(5) {Ahi ■ ■ ■ AhJ{x))/{hï ■ ■ ■ hl)
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is a locally bounded function on Ruf1. Topologise E by uniform con-

vergence of all expressions (5) on compact subsets of R^1. Then E is

the space E(R+) of all Ca functions on R+, topologised by uniform con-

vergence of the function and all its derivatives.

It is clear that E(R+) QE and that the identity map is continuous.

We must prove the converse of that statement. We define a semi-

group in the ring of continuous linear transformations by E by put-

ting Uhf(x) = f(x + h). This is clearly a Holder semigroup when we put

on the ring considered the equicontinuous boundedness. This is there-

fore a differentiable semigroup.

Let pEE* be evaluation at the origin, (f, p)=f(0). Then (unf, p)

=f(h) is a differentiable function of h. This shows £C£(J?+).

The infinitesimal generator a of the semigroup u is clearly the

derivation operator. The set of operators aTun (0^h¿M) is an equi-

continuous set of transformations of E, hence (aruhfn, p)=fuT)(h)—>0

uniformly on (0, M) if /„—»0. This ends the proof.
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